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The Superposition Principle at Work
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The Gap Generator
What Is Overunity and Is It Possible?

What is overunity? Simply put, it means, more power output by a device than it takes to operate it. Is it possible?
There are believers and non-believers. It takes a long time to prove the so-called impossible. People used to think
the world was flat. What about facts? To me, the following article is scientific proof that it is possible.

MIT Researchers Produce Micro-Light that Outputs More Energy Than It Takes In 
Posted by hipstomp | 12 Jun 2012 | Comments (16) 

Materials scientists know that things behave differently on a microscale than they do on a
larger, more human scale. And now, researchers at MIT have apparently proved that this
is true of light as well.
The MIT team, comprised of Parthiban Santhanam, Dodd Joseph Gray, Jr., and Rajeev J.
Ram, have created a common-sense-busting ultra-efficient LED with an efficiency of 230
percent. Their light draws 30 picowatts of power, yet produces 69 picowatts of light.
How the heck is that possible? The long answer looks like what Good Will Hunting was
scrawling out on the chalkboard between bouts of mopping. The short answer is,

The researchers chose a light-emitting diode with a small band gap, and applied
such small voltages that it acted like a normal resistor. With each halving of the
voltage, they reduced the electrical power by a factor of 4, even though the
number of electrons, and thus the light power emitted, dropped by only a factor of
2. Decreasing the input power to 30 picowatts, the team detected nearly 70
picowatts of emitted light. The extra energy comes from lattice vibrations, so the
device should be cooled slightly, as occurs in thermoelectric coolers.

The gist of the "lattice vibrations" is that the device draws in ambient heat from outside of
itself and converts that into light. It's an exciting prospect, even if the breakthrough is
currently more academic than anything else: "These initial results provide too little light
for most applications," the research synopsis admits. A picowatt is just one milion
millionth of a watt.
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The Gap Generator
What Is Overunity and Is It Possible?

One picowatt is one trillionth of a watt. There are one trillion picowatts in One watt. That’s small. Very small.
So very very small. Is there power in anything so small? Let’s look at something very very small.

To the left is a drawing of an atom. The atom is a basic unit of matter that consists of a
dense central nucleus surrounded by a cloud of negatively charged electrons. When I
think of the atom I think of the atom bomb. You know, the two dropped on Japan in
1945. We have an old old saying, “dynamite comes in small packages”.

Just because the scientists at MIT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was working
on a very small scale, doesn’t mean that’s the only level which overunity can be

acquired. Their light draws 30 picowatts of power, yet produces 69 picowatts of light. That’s 230 percent of
unity, with 39 picowatts of power over unity.

My device, The GAP Generator, draws 48.95 watts of power and outputs 113.08 watts of power. That’s
231.02 percent of unity, with 64.13 watts of power over unity.

Remember their statement from above? “Materials scientists know that things behave differently on a
microscale than they do on a larger, more human scale”. I don’t know about that, but when I look at the atom,
something so small we can’t see, I can’t help but think about the solar system, which is certainly greater than
their term, microscale, and how the planets, Earth, Mars, Saturn, and so on, rotate around the Sun. Just like the
above drawing of the atom with the electrons revolving it. Makes me wonder just how big is big and how
small is small?

The GAP Generator certainly presents overunity on a more human scale rather than the microscale. I wonder if
a human being could even see light at the level of 69 picowatts. I don’t have to wonder whether or not I can see
light at the 64.13 watt level.

I’m not knocking their findings at all. I’m in agreement with them that overunity is possible. It’s their statement,
“Materials scientists know that things behave differently on a microscale than they do on a larger, more human
scale” that I disagree with.
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How The GAP Generator Works
The Superposition Principle

The GAP Generator operates on something known as The Superposition Principle. For a good technical
description, I suggest you go to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, on the internet. To put it simply and as it
pertains to The GAP Generator, it means that I get to add, I’ll use the term combine, the three separate input
powers that operates The GAP Generator and the result of combining the three separate input powers is in
fact, .. the true input power. The same applies to the output of The GAP Generator.

The three input powers are: Number one is the power from the batteries. Number two is the power produced by
the magnets on the piston as they inter-act with coils. This creates power. And number three is the power that
comes out of the coils when they’re de-energized.

The three output powers are the same three as the input. ... From the schematics below, you can see how the
power from the batteries come into the coils of The GAP Generator. From there the power from the batteries
goes right back into the batteries. But, it picks up, or combines, the power produced by interaction between the
magnets on the piston and the coils. Added to that, is the power which comes out of the coils  when they’re de-
energized.

                                                                                                    

On the input side of The GAP Generator, the power produced by the piston magnets interacting with the coils
and the power produced when the coils are de-energized, are driving down the input power that would normally
be going to the coils. And what would normally be going to the coils?

Per Ohm’s Law, 40 volts divided by 10.6 ohms equals 3.773 amps times 40 volts equal 150.92 watts. This
150.92 watts of power would normally be dissipated as heat in the coil windings. ... As you can see from the
results of the heat test in the video, there was no heat build up in the coils on The GAP Generator. So, I have
to ask the question. Is The GAP Generator consuming 150 watts of power, in each coil, as Ohm’s law states it
should? In my opinion, NO . If there’s anything  about The GAP Generator that breaks the laws of physics,
it’s this right here. Personally I don’t think the laws of physics are being broken at all. What I think is going on
is the result of  The Superposition Principle as it applies to The GAP Generator.

The main reason for the video of February 28th. 2013 was for the heat test. Which was very interesting. If
you watch the video of the heat test, you’ll find that there was no heat buildup at all in the coils on The GAP
Generator, which is very unusual. I’ve had lots of questions concerning heat build-up in those coils and I think
the reason for the questions is what I just described about Ohm’s Law.

For those wanting  to make an easy and non expensive comparison of what kind of heat build up should be
taking place in the coils of The GAP Generator, try the following. Get yourself a 150 watt light bulb, plug it
into a normal ac outlet in your home, and using an infrared thermometer, start checking the temperature
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produced in the bulb. It will climb very high and very rapidly.  Remember, there are two bulbs. This should
give a good representation of the amount of energy that’s NOT BEING WASTED, by The GAP Generator.
Yet on the output side, of  The GAP Generator, there’s lots of heat build up. Lots of power that can be used
for most anything.

My Future Plans:
As I’ve stated in an earlier video, it takes lots of money to work on this project and I’m not spending any more
on it. If I were to, I’d go back to the rotary style, which I no longer have. I didn’t realize this device was a
generator itself  until we’d built the linear version. We used some of the items from  the rotary to build the
linear and I gave the rest to one of the men working on the project to sell for scrap. What a mistake!!

I have, put on my web-site, all the prints of both the liner and rotary versions. I’ve also posted more photos of
the rotary.

I don’t have and do not intend to apply for a patent. What I would like to do is donate my two devices, along
with all the data I have, to some qualified entity to take over this project. I’ll include the oscilloscope. This
person, or business, would have to have a substantial amount of money to dedicate to this project and would
have to do so in writing to make it binding and legal. I estimate an amount from six to ten million dollars to
bring this technology to full production. Should this person, or business, already have a suitable building and
some machinery the dollar amount could be reduced quite a bit.

What The GAP Generator really needs, to advance it much further, is a person very knowledgeable in
industrial electronics. One who can design the control circuits and probably have them produced by an outside
source.

I feel this technology has merit and deserves more research and development. Currently I don’t have the
expertise to take it to a higher level and I know there are lots of people who already possess the knowledge and
could do this very quickly.

After reviewing the videos and this information, anyone wishing to talk to me about this matter can call me at
276-628-5069 or 276-608-8210. My email address is art.porter@bvu.net. All videos, along with other
information is on my web-site www.gap-power.com

I thank you for your interest and for taking the time to review this technology.

Sincerely,

Art Porter

mailto:art.porter@bvu.net.
http://www.gap-power.com
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information
The Superposition Principle

I first received this information on February 14th 2012 from Ken House, who is a NASA scientist.
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Nuclear Power Plants

Water Power Plants

Nuclear Power PlantsNuclear Power PlantsNuclear Power Plants

Coal Power Plants

Wind Power Plants

Solar Power PlantsSolar Power PlantsSolar Power Plants THE GRID

The GAP Generator
The Superposition Principle In our Current Electrical Grid

 

 

Our electrical grid system is a classic example of The Superposition Principle. To Keep this explanation
simple let’s say that each of the power plants produce 1,000 watts of power. Each would feed that power into
the grid. The grid would have a total of 5,000 watts of power to distribute as needed.

There are three power plants on the two cylinder linear version of The GAP Generator.
1 = The batteries, which power the two coils and then just flows back into themselves.
2 = The coils as they produce electricity from the magnets on the piston interacting with the coils.
3 = The coils as they produce electricity when they’re de-energized.

Steps 2 and 3 is where the excess energy is created. The batteries are the grid for The GAP Generator system.

                                                                                                             

The three images above are of the same coil. I’m just showing the contacts as they reverse the polarity in the
coils and that while in the mid section where no power from the batteries is applied, power is still being
generated from the coils. There’s a good  animation of this in the video “GAP POWER Update July 4th 2012".
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The GAP POWER Generator
Input and Output Power 11-13-2012

Two Cylinder
171.71 percent of unity with 35.33 watts over unity.

This information was used for GAP POWER Update 02-28-13
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This photo shows the two coils on The GAP Generator along
with two identical coils on the table with an infrared thermometer.
These two coils are on the output side of The GAP Generator.

The information above is the data taken during the heat test.

The GAP Generator
Heat Test 12-27-2012

                                                                                   

If more heat is on the output side  than on the input side, is it over unity, (producing more energy than it
takes to operate it)? From the test results above one can see that The GAP Generator is certainly producing
more heat on the output side than on the input side. To me, it does verify the tests where both input and
output was measured electrically, using an oscilloscope.

Look on the next page to see answers to some questions I found on the Internet:
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The GAP Generator
Heat Test 12-27-2012

Question One:

Question Two:

Question Three:
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The GAP Generator
Visitors to my web-site

There are lots of people from all over the world get on my web-site www.gap-power.com
I get many emails and phone calls from people very interested in this project. The photos
below are of two that really caught my interest. Nasa has been there several times in the past.
Note how long the Department of Defense stayed on there in one session.

http://www.gap-power.com
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The GAP Generator

Update 02-28-2015

Today, February 28th 2015, I updated my web-site with some new information. Not really new, it’s actually over
one year old. This information is about how I personally believe The GAP Generator works and just exactly
what it is. It’s  taken me a long time to figure this out but, it takes me back to what I thought was happening at
the very beginning. The new part of this information is that I have discovered scientifically proven information
confirming my beliefs about this technology.

In this update, which is older information, I explain just what the GAP Generator is and how it operates. It’s
really quite simple. So simple, it’s easy to overlook. The old saying, a picture is worth a thousand words, is
certainly so in this case. In the video you’ll see The GAP Generator attached to heating elements and lights with
detailed descriptions of what’s happening. You’ll also see results of The GAP Generator successfully charging
batteries.

For those who don’t understand very much about electricity,
you’ll see and have explained things like the waveforms in the
photo to the left and how they relate to The GAP Generator.

For those who don’t understand very much about electricity, I’ll tell you something that’s so and most people
who do understand lots about electricity don’t know. And that is: Both AC and DC Current can be present in
the same electrical circuit. Another thing is: How an oscilloscope, a fancy device for measuring electricity,
responds to both AC and DC. When I made these discoveries, that’s when things about the device starting
clearing up for me. I’ll use another old saying: Sometimes you can’t see the forest for the trees. That
describes me in regards to The GAP Generator. If you’ve watched my earlier videos and listen to me try to
explain what’s going on and how it works, you’ll agree that I couldn’t see the forest for the trees. Also if you go
back to my earlier videos and can interpret an oscilloscope screen, you’ll see that I was almost checking it right
and didn’t know it.

I’ve had lots of comments and helpful information from people  all around the world and I really appreciate it.
But, it’s hard to beat NASA. A couple of their scientist, Mike Nelson and Ken House, have been a tremendous
help.
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The GAP Generator
Compared To Other Power Sources:

I want to compare the possibilities of  The GAP Generator to some other energy sources. I’m going to exclude
wind, solar, and water.

First: At this point in time, 2013,  there’s lots of interest in the new technology called L E N R. Short for Low
Energy Nuclear Reaction. It sounds good and I’m sure it is. Along with hydrogen and another secret ingredient,
it uses nickel and according to reports I’ve read, the consumption rate for the L E N R would be 350,000 tons
per year. Current nickel consumption is 1,500,000 tons per year. This would bring the consumption rate of
nickel to 1,850,000 tons. Worldwide nickel reserves are 140,000,000 tons. So 140,000,000 divided by 1,850,000
tons equals 75.67 years supply of nickel. There’s hardly any nickel at all in the United States. Much of our
nickel comes from recycling nickel-containing alloys.

Second: Let’s look at Oil.  Again, according to reports I’ve read , there’s one trillion, six hundred fifty three
billion barrels of oil left in the world. The world consumes thirty one billion twenty five million barrels each
year. So one trillion, six hundred fifty three billion divided by thirty one billion twenty five million equals 53.28
years supply of oil left.

Now for the third energy source: Let’s look at coal. Coal is used to produce 42 percent of the electricity
consumed in the United States. The United States alone has 483 billion tons of coal in reserve. In 2011, we
mined 1.09 billion tons. Of which, 90 percent was use to generate electricity in this country. 483 billion divided
by 1.09 billion equals 443.12 years. At our current usage, that’s 443.12 years supply of coal left for the United
States.

It’s my belief that we, the United States, are producing clean energy with coal. It isn't causing global warming.
That comes along every spring and goes away every fall. Unlike some countries there are filters and scrubbers
on all our coal fired electric generating facilities which prevent contaminants from escaping into the atmosphere.
Just like catalytic converters on our vehicles. 

If we, the United States, are made to stop using coal, other countries will use the coal we would have used,
therefore, contributing to more contaminants in the atmosphere.

Based on this information and at the world’s current rate of consumption, the following would apply:

This year, 2013, plus 53.28 equals 2066.28. That means the world runs out of oil in 2066.
2013 plus 75.67 equals 2088.67. In 2088 the world runs out of nickel.
2013 plus 443.12 equals 2456.12. In the year 2456 the United States alone runs out of coal. I have to ask
myself this question. Why would we, the United States, trade a 443 year supply of energy for a 75 year
supply? Does anybody else think like I do, or am I just weird?

Now, The GAP Generator. It uses none of the above materials. Most components could be made from
aluminum or even plastics. Very little low carbon steel for the core of the coils, Copper, which is in great
supply, for the wire in the coils. Magnets made from neodymium or other materials. It’ll produce electricity as
needed or twenty four seven. With very little maintenance.
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

LENR
The Worlds Production and Reserves of Nickel:

The World’s Nickel Deposits:
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

LENR
How Much Nickel will be consumed

World’s Production of Nickel
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

LENR

NASA Wants LENR In Every Home, Car, and Plane 

Only one nickel mine is USA August 1995
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

Oil
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

Coal
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The GAP Generator
Sources for my information

Coal


